
Wu JingPing - Basics of the forehand loop (1) 

 

Stance: 

Legs should be shoulder width apart with the body weight forward and on the balls of your feet. When 

looping, the body should be facing the right (for right handers), body weight should be in the right leg. 

When turning your waist, your waist should control your upper arm and your forearm should be 

resting under the upper arm. Using your wrist to control your bat (while making using your thumb to 

close the angle of the bat, your forefinger should be relaxed while the middle finger is supporting the 

bat itself)  

THIS IS EXCLUSIVELY FOR PENHOLDERS. HENCE THE DESCRIPTION OF HOW TO HOLD A 

BAT. The bat angle should change accordingly to suit the incoming spin (ie. more topspin = closed bat 

etc). 

Contacting the ball: Firstly, use your legs to exert strength, transfer your weight from your right leg to 

your left leg, changing the place of your body weight with you leaning forward (not back). You should 

be moving in one direction with the arm and bat following the body. Using that weight transfer 

channel the strength through the arm and our through the forearm and immediately snap the forearm 

with force to contact the ball. The angle between the forearm and upper arm should be as little as 

possible. This is half the work (having a straight arm). The straighter the arm, the more power you 

will have. So the faster you snap your forearm forward the more speed you will have. Many people 

when teaching the forehand loop will emphasise on the snapping of the forearm but not emphasise on 

the weight transfer and winding back of the wrist - or the other way round. (Wu is just saying people 

don't fully teach it - many just teach bits of the proper technique) 

 

Summing up: 

1. WEIGHT TRANSFER! The body weight should be directed forward and the body should move with 

the arm. 

2. You must use your waist to control the upper arm. The power (power and speed are not 

synonymous here) should come from the waist - NOT the forearm. There should be a balance between 

the legs, waist, upper arm, forearm and wrist for the distribution of the exert of power. 

3. It is paramount that when contacting the ball you must snap your forearm forward. The wrist 

should be involved in this snapping. The faster you snap there will be more power. 

4. The area of contact should be in the person's right front area. (ie. Where the ball (not on the ball) 

should be contacted) The closer the ball is to the body when contacted, the easier it is to control the 

ball.  

Another thing that goes down the drain sometimes is that everyone is different and we must tweak 

our technique sometimes to fit the person. The person must adapt their own style. Also, when 

contacting the ball, it must be striking the ball, NOT letting the ball strike the bat (ie passive shot) 

 

(2) Forehand looping structure changes 

In my country (China), there are more and more penholders and as technique doens't stop changing, 

there will forever be an increasing number of penholders (using inverted). Most of the penholders 

using inverted rubbers took after the penholder hitters who used short pimples. So it is often good to 

relate the original style with the new style using inverted. So it is important to stick with some of the 

fundamentals of being a penholder - being near the table, short, quick and powerful shots while 

maintaining that speed is the name of the game. There is less all-out-power drives when training - 

more of the continuous sustainable driving. For those who have been professionally trained, it is very 

hard to change the technique and action that you've been drilled into doing. This has affected the way 

Chinese penholders loop - where there is not much power used. So I've encountered a problem these 

few years in training penholders using inverted rubber. Thus, when I trained Ma Lin and Wang Hao, I 

had to change their old habits, especially powerful spinney looping. This was the main thing I had 

worked on and that many penholders need to change. I had to change their attitudes - action small, 



quick, continuity, to action was comfortable, quick around the court (covering wide spaces), powerful 

and continuity. A special stress on the important of having a POWERFUL loop and how it needs to be 

continuous and have the ability to be lethal. In normal training situations I told Ma Lin and Wang Hao 

to add more power to their loops and the follow up needed after that. In a stable training environment 

my aim was to get them to exert more powerful loops from mid distance by feeding them half-high 

backspin balls. I asked them to use as much strength as they possibly could. The focus was to time it 

right so that you could unleash your power when you needed it. Slowly they learnt how to loop with 

lots of power - utilising power and technique from the legs, waist, upper arm, forearm and wrist to 

combine into a power loop. The main thing was the use of the legs and waist to generate the power 

needed and the shift of body weight from right to left. The next thing was to train their 'all table' (from 

all angles) power loop from topspin balls. The focus here was to improve continuity and footwork all 

over the table. Through this training, Ma and Wang's forehand powerloop was dramatically improved. 

I could see results from competitions their had participated in - that there was a profound effect on 

their game. 

This modernised the game and was a breakthrough in the development of CPEN with inverted rubber - 

getting rid of the old ways. In terms of people who are not necessarily professional, if you want to 

improve your forehand loop's lethality, you must integrate maximum power looping into your training. 

Summing up: 

The forehand is actually a very complicated technique - it includes: near table looping, mid table 

looping, far table looping, looping topspin, backspin, counter looping other peoples loops, looping half-

out balls etc... Aside from all these shots, a more important point is footwork. It affects the 'life' of 

your forehand, it affects the way you can time your loops and adjust the level of power on it. If you 

want to train your loops well, you first need to train your footwork. That's why amateurs cannot train 

at the same intensity as professionals - their footwork just doesn't allow for it. Despite this, amateurs 

can still get the right technique for striking the ball - even if their footwork isn't as good as the pros. 

 

Below I've given you all an introduction and run through on the training methods and technique.  

1. Looping backspin to a certain point on the table: loop driving is the penholders most basic attack. 

You must take care in using the wrist. When contacting the ball you must use the wrist to brush the 

ball, contacting the ball on the bat at the middle top (9-10oclock), using the wrist to adjust to the 

incoming speed and spin to add more power to your loop. This is what we often hear of �loop-

driving�. Half loop half hit. When looping weak backspin you must brush and drive the ball at the 

same time. When looping strong backspin you must use all your power to brush up the ball to 

compensate for the heavy backspin. You must also note not to let the ball touch the bat, rather the 

bat hitting the ball (ie. Don�t do a passive shot). This is often what we heart of �eat ball� [literal 

translation not sure of its meaning]. You should aim to have the ball contacting the ball for as long as 

possible. As you train your looping sensation will be heightened and the quality of it will be increased 

(ie. Speed and spin). Training method: when multiball is not available, one person can serve backspin, 

the other pushes and the server (on the backhand side) will attempt to loop drive the push. When 

looping you must ensure that you use a full 100% power loop. You should not be worrying about the 

next ball, rather making it so powerful and spinney that the opponent cannot possibly return it. 

Through this training your loops will become more powerful. Be aware to hit the ball at the highest 

point. Obviously you will have to adjust your technique accordingly. If it goes out, aim more forward, 

not up � and if it goes into the net you will have to brush more. Once this step is mastered, focus on 

aiming the ball so that you can put your loopdrive anywhere on the table. 

2. Looping topspin to a certain point on the table: Looping backspin and topspin is different. When 

looping topspin you must contact the ball on the top of it. 12oclock position. There is more hit 

compared to brushing. The force must be aimed forward and not upward. This is easier to train than 

backspin � one can block on the backhand or forehand while the other loops. In the case of multiball 

the server can give out balls to anywhere on the table � to train footwork as well as looping topspin. 

3. Looping against a loop (counterlooping): Counterlooping is a high level technique � most of the 



time only professionals can master this technique. Because many amateurs counterloop by bringing 

the ball high up and looping that way, you will stop at that level and not progress from there. When 

counterlooping you are required to firstly create power by yourself, not to borrow from the 

opponent�s spin or speed, using your own speed and spin to counteract the opponent�s spin and 

speed. When counterlooping your brush loop must be �thin� (ie not to leave the ball on the bat for 

long) and you need to contact the ball on top of the ball � 12oclock position. If you create your own 

power from this counterloop instead of borrowing it, the chance if you winning the point will be higher. 

If you are scared of the opponent�s speed and spin then you will be susceptible to eating their spin 

and speed. Training method: one person serves backspin to your backhand area, you push it to your 

pivot forehand area, then one person will loop high spinney loop to your backhand and then you 

counterloop to his backhand. After practice of this you can change the point where the ball drops to 

another location. 

4. Near table quick counterattack against loop (half-volley): This is one of a very new defensive 

(turning into attack) technique and it is very different to master it. During the 90�s this technique 

was developed. Like with blocking, we are borrowing the opponent�s spin � we are very susceptible 

in the competition situation to be continuously looped and hit by the opponent. After the 90�s 

Chinese athletes used the counterloop technique and put it near the table � especially with inverted 

rubbered penholders � turning defense into attack and having great results with it. An exception 

example is Ma Lin. It requires the athlete to be very quick in his decision-making, accurate and with 

good feeling with the ball. Because many shots will be off balance or not where we want the ball to 

loop, we loose our ability to produce high quality shots ourselves. Although many amateurs will not 

use this technique, some that go through training and use this shot will have good results with it. This 

technique is all about timing and using the wrist to exert power. When contacting the ball you will 

want to do it when the ball is rising � and if you footwork is quick enough you can even do a very 

quick half-volley. When contacting, use the wrist and waist to exert power, to contact it on the top of 

the ball (12 oclock), making sure to brush the ball only very slightly. If you brush too hard it will easily 

go into the net. When contacting you must have your force going forward and not up. Training method: 

one person pushes backspin to the others forehand and one loops, and then half volleys. You can 

experiment with different looping positions and then half volley. The main thing is making sure you 

brush the ball very lightly and slightly while exerting power by yourself. 

 

(3) Main points of the FH loop 

For amateur (non-professional) players, you must note the following when training your loop: 1. Snap 

your forearm forward: you must adjust the angle of your arm (between upper arm and forearm) to 

suit the incoming ball. Another thing, when snapping the forearm you must control it with your waist. 

2. Waist turning: Controlling your overall arm with your waist is very important. Your loop should not 

be powered by the arm, rather the waist. The movement of the waist should be fast. Many amateurs 

know how to move their arm but not their waist and so the technique suffers from this. 3. Contact 

point: The best place for contacting the ball is in front of the body to the right (for right handers). To 

achieve this with every ball you need to have quick footwork and you need to maintain a good balance 

of body weight (so that the weight isn�t shifting from left to right all the time). Ma Lin always uses his 

forehand from backhand side explosive forehand loop drive when the opponent pushes a long but low 

ball. Ma does his explosive loop and there is no chance of him recovering if the opponent returns the 

ball. Although Ma�s body weight is centred quite low he contacts the ball at its highest or even falling 

point. 4. Use of the wrist: The wrist has its place � the movement shouldn�t be too big. When 

contacting the ball, using the middle finger to guide the wrist, you can add power and spin to the ball 

(for penholders). Another use of the wrist is to adjust the timing of the contact. An example of this is 

when you judge the incoming spin and speed wrongly, you can use the wrist to adjust accordingly. 

When the ball is out of your hitting range you need to use your waist and wrist to adjust for the ball. 

Especially in competitions where many of the balls you face are not orthodox, and when the ball 

comes to a point on the table where you�re not very familiar with. You must use the pointing finger 



and middle finger (in penholders) to utilise the wrist. In most situations the forearm and wrist should 

be in line. 5. �Eating balls� (passive shot etc): When we judge whether a sports person is good or 

bad, we mainly look at whether they eat spin/balls. This is where the ball stays on the bat for too long, 

while it is not the bat hitting the ball rather the ball hitting the bat (passive shot). When training try as 

much as possible to not borrow the power of the opponent rather creating your own. While it may not 

be obvious in normal training whether the player makes passive shots, it is obvious in competitions 

where they are nervous and cannot fully make their shots. You need to make it a habit to be active in 

your shots � not passive. 6. Third ball attack � differences between topspin and backspin: in terms of 

movement there is not much difference, the difference is where you contact the ball. For backspin, 

middle to top part, and for topspin 12oclock, on top of the ball. Adjust the power of your shot 

accordingly to suit the incoming ball. Loop driving topspin: body weight forward. Especially when 

counter-looping, brushing should be thin and easily returned. 7. Small adjustments: Many of my 

amateur friends have this problem. In competitions it�s very hard to have small adjustments for 

every ball. In training you need to develop a feel for the ball. In amateur terms, small adjustments 

work best in spin changing - sometimes looping with strong spin and sometimes looping with very 

weak topspin. 

 

Forehand topspin technique is one of table tennis�s most important strokes, if not the most important. 

The use of the legs, waist and arm/wrist is paramount. If you adjust these three elements properly 

you can have a very powerful and often scary game. 

 

We can split forehand topspin into two different kinds: European style and Asian style. European style 

forehand demands more hitting than brushing � therefore the end loop is one that is fast, powerful 

and low. Asian style forehand demands more brush � therefore when the ball bounces off the other 

side of the table it jumps. It is also fast and low but has more spin. Because this technique has been 

in development for so many years, many players have a composite style forehand and it usually not 

100% clear whether they have a completely Asian or European forehand. Looping isn�t hard but you 

need to train it very hard for it to be successful. So how do we master the forehand loop? (for 

righthanders)  

1. Technique deconstruction a) Ready stance: before looping, the stance must be stable. For most 

situations, you should be about 1.5m away from the table. Left foot in front, right foot at the back. 

Legs should be shoulder width apart. Legs should be bent, body weight low and forward. The body and 

the table corner should be 45 degrees. B) Looping: when looping topspin, the right arm should be 

relaxed. Body weight should be in the right leg. Then, waist will turn back. Unleash the waist and 

bring with it the arm and then snap the forearm at contact. Body weight should transfer from right to 

left. Be sure to brush loop and to have your body weight forward and actively strike the ball. After 

contacting the ball, your upper and lower arm must immediately relax and then recovery back to the 

ready stance. C) Footwork: When looping, according to the position of the ball, move so that the ball 

is in the optimum hitting position. When moving around the court it is essential to ensure that your 

body weight is balanced and that you�re not moving in all directions. 

 

2. High arc loop and forward drive loop: Mostly high arc loops are used for looping backspin. The spin 

of a high arc loop is very high but it is often predictable and slow. Adjust the contact point on the ball 

according to the amount of spin. When looping high arc, the right arm (for right handers) should sink 

very low and then directing the shot, loop upwards to get it over the net, and then forward across to 

the other side. Forward loop drives have speed and power but lack spin. If the incoming backspin is 

very strong, you will need to pull back the waist further and generate more lifting power from the 

forearm to brush the ball.  

 

3. Inside table high spin loop: This type of technique requires high level skills. Firstly you need to 

determine the placement and the height and according to the height strike the ball. Usually the brush 



is very �thin� when doing topspin balls. With backspin it very difficult. If you can control and attack 

short backspin balls you will be very powerful. 

 

4. Rubber and the loop: Chinese rubber and European/Japanese rubbers are very different and have 

different characteristics and therefore change the style of the player/shot. Europeans loop more with 

hit than loop because European rubber topsheet is not tacky, sponge is soft but is bouncy. If you use 

Euro/Jap rubbers, the ball must sink into the sponge and �dwell� so that you have more control over 

the spin and speed of the incoming ball. (ie. Not as sensitive to spin) This is even better because more 

Europeans are taller and more powerful than the Chinese players. Chinese players brush the ball more 

especially since their rubbers (in particular Hurricane series) are tackier and the ball doesn�t sink into 

the sponge much. This makes the rubber and blade combination fast. Because there is more brushing, 

the quality of the loop is better. 

 

COURTESY OF PP DUI 

5 common problems in forehand looping: 

1. Gravity center falls on your heels so that you are in a sitting gesture while looping, your power from 

legs cannot be used effectively, and your arm forced to move more upward, reducing the power, 

speed and spin of your loop. 

 

2. Stiff arm and hand. In the process of getting ready to loop, you have stiff muscle, which locks your 

power in your body. After contacting the ball, a stiff muscle prevents you from releasing all your 

power, thus slow you down to get ready for next shot. 

 

3. No or lack of turning your waist. Use only your hand to loop would greatly reduce your power, spin, 

and speed. 

 

4. Raising your elbow or shoulder. Raising your elbow or shoulder while looping will reduce the 

harmony among your leg, waist, arm and hand. Block the power from your leg and waist to transform 

to your racket. 

 

5. Lack of footwork. When you lack proper footwork, you are forced to wait for the ball to come to 

your racket, lose your timing, you have to lower you point of contacting the ball, preventing your from 

utilizing all your power in your whole body. 


